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Abstract

Within the constituent hydrodynamical model, we 

show that the total number of constituents is conserved, if 

these constituents are massless and satisfy the Fermi-Dirac 

distribution. We suggest a simple scheme for the transition 

from the constituent-phase to the hadron-phase and present 

the hadron inclusive momentum spectra for this case. This 

phase transition scheme predicts the average transverse 

momentum of meson resonances which is compatible with the
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1. Introduction

Some time ago, it was shown that Landau's hydrodynamical

model1 is successful in describing raultiparticle production

2
phenomena in high energy hadron collisions. Since then,

2-7
there have been renewed interests in hydrodynamical models. 

Within such an approach, the general picture is presumably as 

follows. Immediately after the collision, the two initial 

hadrons emerge as leading particles, which may or may not be 

accompanied by some fragmentations. A condensed hadronic 

matter system is left behind near the center of mass of the 

initial system. The hydrodynamical models are mainly con

cerned with the subsequent expansion of this condensed system.

Landau assumes that the system expands according to the 

equation of motion of ah ideal fluid. Within his approach for 

the entire expansion only a macroscopic description of the 

system is given. The underlying dynamics of matter is the 

equation of state. The concept of microscopic constituents 

was not introduced. Indeed, he argues that during the most 

part of the expansion stage, the matter density is high; 

hadrons within the system do not have their individual 

identities. Only when the local system is expanded to a suf

ficiently low density will the individual hadrons emerge. 

Certainly one must not describe the condensed matter system 

in terms of those constituent hadrons within.

Cn the other hand, if one takes the point of view that
Q

the hadronic matter is made of point-like constituents

2

(hereafter we shall loosely refer to them as "partons"), one 

may now reformulate hydrodynamical models with an explicit 

inclusion of the microscopic description of the matter system. 

This problem was considered recently by Hwa.^ with some 

general assumptions, he obtained a flat inclusive rapidity 

distribution similar to the prediction of the multiperipheral 

model. And this is to be in contrast to the Gaussian 

rapidity distribution of Landau's model. The ISR data has 

some indication of plateau in the central region, although 

it is not conclusive.213 For illustration, Hwa also con

sidered a model where the constituent partons satisfy the 

Fermi-Dirac distribution. To our knowledge this is the 

first explicit construct of a "constituent hydrodynamical 

model". He found that a large chemical potential is needed 

for his solution to have the conservation of the total parton 

number during the expansion.

Wa have looked into this problem from a different point 

of view, we found that there is another way to impose the 

parton number conservation. This corresponds to setting the 

constituent mass to zero. We believe that this alternative 

could be relevant. We recall that the feature of massless 

constituents have already been considered in various context.

Q
For instance take the bag model xn the two dimensxonal space

time. With massless constituents, one gets the conformal 

algebra sxmilar to that of the dual resonance model.1,0 Also 

massless quarks have been considered in the context of the
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two-dimensional QED11 which provides a dynamical scheme for 

12
the quark confinement.

The present work is a further investigation on the con

stituent hydrodynamical model. Our discussions below are 

divided into two parts. In the first part, we briefly review 

the properties of an expanding matter system with its con

stituents having a general mass and satisfying the Fermi-Dirac 

distribution. And we look at some conservation laws 1 jr such 

a system. Secondly we present a solution for the hydrodynamical 

model with massless constituents. A simple scheme of phase 

transition is proposed in going from the parton-phase to the 

resonance-phase. This scheme predicts the average transverse 

momentum of meson resonance which is consistent with the data.

4

2. The covariant Fermi-Dirac distribution and the conserva

tion of parton number during expansion.

To specify an expanding matter system, as usual we divide 

it into cells. Each cell is designated by a space-time four 

vector x^. Following ref. 6, the covariant form of the Fermi- 

Dirac distribution within this cell is given by

F (x ,k ) = [exp (k^xug (r)) + l)-1 , (1)

where ky is the p.irton four momentum, t2 = x^x*1 and g(t) is 

a scalar function to be determined. The covariant expres

sions for the number flux n^ and the energy momentum tensor 

are defined by

9d rn (x ' = — - k F (x , k ) dw 
u 4 ttj J v

and

T‘JV‘X) = ̂ J w (x'k)dw

respectively, where the invariant phase space volume,

dw = d 3k/2kg and g^ is the statistical weight of partons.

2 y 2
And kjj = k* + ra , where m is the parton mass.

In the rest frame of any cell, the coordinate of this 

cell is X y  = ( t , 0,0,0). In this frame the distribution 

function is reduced to the usual Fermi-Dirac distribution,

(2a)

(2b)

F (x ’ , k 1) * f(T.k^) = [exp(kg/T) + I)-1 (3)
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with the proper temperature,

T = (Tg(T))-1 . (4)

And the proper quantities: the number density n, the energy 

density e, the pressure p and the entropy density s can be 

expressed in terms of the temperature. In particular,1

" = = ̂  T |i('1,j+1 f Kz(^) ' (5a)

£  «2 W  + J ¥ Kl(f)

g m 2 ~

(5b)

p = Tu  = - J r  js K2( f )  , (5c)

,. . a £ T£ „,(£). I ; .,(¥)] .

(5d)

where is the modified Bessel function of order I. Since 

these proper quantities are functions of T only, in turn 

they are functions of t only. If m  = 0, Eqs. (5) are reduced 

to

3 ?w 9p 4 7it g ^ 7tj g 3

" = T ' " = ’ P = an<J S =
(6 )

where ? stands for the Zeta function, s(3) = 1.202.

Next we determine the four velocity u of the cell at x
M M

in a general frame. Since Eq. (2a) is covariant, after

6

integrating over the volume dw, one finds that the number 

flux n^ can only be a function of x^ and t . We write

n^fx) = nXy/T , (7)

and make the identification.

\  = V T • (8)

Notice that those quantities in Eq. (5) are functions of 

the Lorentz scalar t  and the J-velocity defined in Eg. (8) 

is form invariant. This implies that the expanding matter 

system except for its boundary appears to be identical in 

all frames related by a homogeneous Lorentz transformation.

•7
This feature has been referred to as the frame independence 

symmetry of the matter system. Although for our discussion 

above the symmetry is motivated as in ref. 6 by the Fermi- 

Dirac distribution assumed, it is believed that this symmetry

holds for more general cases. For instance, this symmetry

7 13
is also approximately valid in multiperipheral models.

In general the frame independence symmetry in the four

dimensional space may either be two dimensional or four 

7
dimensional. In particular, if the expansion of the system 

is only along the longitudinal direction, after a certain 

characteristic time has elapsed the two-dimensional symmetry 

may be achieved. On the other hand, if in addition to the 

longitudinal expansion there is also a slight expansion along 

the transverse directions, after some longer time has passed.
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the system may eventually acquire a four-dimensional symmetry. 

For our discussion below, we will be mainly concerned with 

the general three-dimensional expansion solution and for com

pleteness we will also include some results for the one-dimen

sional case.

The hydrodynamical equation of motion for the system 

specified is given by

3pTuv = 0 , (9)

where

T pv = (e+p)uMu v - g uvp . (10)

with g 00 = - = 1. With the frame independence symmetry, 

the four-component equation is reduced to

+ 2S. = o for 3 dim. case

and

+ * = 0  for 1 dim. case 

The corresponding solutions are

s = A/ t 3 for 3 dim. case <12a)

and

s = B/ t 3 for 1 dim. case . (12b)

Here the coefficients A and B are independent of xy and T , 

although they may depend on other parameters, e.g. the c.m.

(11a)

(lib)

8

energy of the system. It is interesting to note that Eq. (9) 

together with the general thermodynamic relations: e+p = Ts 

and dc = Tds, already implies the continuity equation for the 

entropy density

a^tsu11) = 0 . (13)

With the fr.ime independence symmetry, this continuity equa

tion is further reduced to Eq. (11).

A glance at Eq. (6) reveals that for m  = 0, n is p ro

portional to s. In turn,

a,, (nu11) = 0 . (14)

This implies that the total number of partons is conserved 

during the hydrodynamical expansion. In turn for m = 0, 

the net production of partons occurs prior to the assumed 

hydrodynamical expansion. On the other hand for m j* 0,

Eq. (5) implies that n is not proportional to s. The con

tinuity equation for n, Eq. (14) does not hold for this 

case. In other words, for m ^ 0, while the total entropy 

of the system is still conserved, the total parton number is 

not. It turns out, a detail consideration shows that the 

total parton number in fact decreases somewhat in the course 

of expansion.
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3. The m  = 0 solution and the transition from the parton- 

phase to the resonance-phase.

Prom Eqs. (6) and (12) one finds

■[:
T =| - 4-§*-]l/3 i  - T-1 . n - t-3 . c - T-4 ,15a)

-2"V

for the three-dimensional case and 

11/3

"p_ (15b)

for the one-dimensional case. Comparing T in Eqs. (4) and

■[atr

(15), one finds

, 1-1/3
g(t) = — =— I for 3 dim. case (16a)

and

g(t) = 1  * * I for 1 dim. case . (16b)

So g is independent of t .

Next we turn to the cell-velocity distribution. We 

shall only discuss the three-dimensional case. We pai imeterize 

the cell-velocity

u 11 = (coshS cosha, sinhfl cos$, sinhS sin», cosh? sinhi) . (17)

At fixed i. the continuity equation of n y leads to

cJMp 5 nu^da11 = n r 3 sinhS coshfi d'ldSdf , (18)

10

where dNp stands for the number of partons within the cell 

with four velocity u y . From Eqs. (16a) and (18) at fixed t ,

dN = sinhB coshB dadBd$ . (19)
p 2tT

We remark that for the case m  ? 0, although the number of 

partons is not conserved, the corresponding velocity distribu

tion at any : can still be computed with the help of the 

continuity equation of the entropy density.

Along with the expansion of the system, as the proper 

time of the local system increases, the temperature decreases. 

We assume that when the local system reaches some critical 

temperature T , the transition from partons to meson resonance, 

(or clusters) occurs in a manner similar to the usual phase 

transition of matter. In particular, when the local system 

reaches this temperature, partons begin to convert into 

various species of meson resonances. The transition process 

continues until all the partons are used up. For definite

ness, we assume that those meson resonances formed satisfy 

the Bose-Hinstein distribution with zero chemical potential. 

This assumption is similar to that in Landau's model.

During the phase transition, conservation of energy gives

S S /£. \
£ Z niNP = Z nj-i 
n i=l 1 1  i-1 1 \n i j

(2 0 )

where i labels the various species, and N g is the total number
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of resonance species. The quantities, e^, ni( and N? are the 

corresponding proper energy density, the proper number 

density ar.d the number of partons within an i-type resonance. 

Equation (20) states that within any local system the energy 

content of the partons prior to the transition is the same as 

that of corresponding meson resonance immediately after the 

transition.

Consider the case where N? = 2, This choice is suggested 

by the quark model for nonexotic meson resonances. For il

lustrative purpose we take a very crude approximation and 

r-jpresent the collective distributions at hadronic phase by

and

d 3k

2--- - 2 i/i---------- (21a)
exp((k ♦ m^) /Tc l - I 

•/k 2 + M 2 d^k

~2--- S* T 7i--------  ' (21b)
exp I(kz + n o  /T 1 - I

where is some effective mass of the resonances and g f the 

corresponding effective statistical weights. In this case. 

Equation (20) can be rewritten as

r -t i/ N s cr
2 s  *  r s ~ 7 N ;  "  r  • 1 2 2 1

We now look at some typical numbers. We assume that the 

average transverse momentum of resonances is predominantly 

governed by their thermal motion. Then a typical value for 

the critical temperature is Tc ■(pT) - 0.3 GeV. From Eqs. (21)

12

and (22), we get 

.4it
I? (23)

A numerical calculation gives M/Tc * 4.4 or M - 1.3 GeV.

This is not too tar away from some typical average cluster 

mass*4 quoted in the literature.

To conclude, we give here the inclusive momentum distribu

tion of the resonances. We assume that the effect due to the 

transverse velocity of the cell is negligible compared to 

that due to the thermal motion. After folding in the thermal 

motion, from nqs. (19) and (2la), the inclusive distribution 

of the resonances is given by

di „ / 2  -2 f  ‘max . „ _____________cosh(a"-a)_______________

d«dp~ r -*max explmrcosh(a"-..)/p‘ + pT /Tc l - 1

(24)

where t con be obtained from the usual inclusive energy 
max

sum rule. One finds that umax depends on the average 

multiplicity of the resonance, (Nr) . For this work, the 

energy itapcndenco of has not been explicitly specified.

tf (N r) W I/2 aa in Landau's model, one has asymptotically,

“ 3*nW • (25a)IDflX C

On the other hand, if (Nr) » InW as in multiperipheral models,1^ 

one arrives at
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“max “ lnW * ,2Sb)

The pions are decay products of resonances. We assume that 

the Q values of the pions with the resonances are small. So 

the pion inclusive distribution should be comparable to those 

for the resonances presented above. Furthermore, one can 

also calculate the two-particle correlation functions, but we 

shall not treat this here.
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